
ReThinking Water: interview with Tom Altgelt, Landscape Design Architect

Beauty has a thousand faces. But which face of beauty reflects back to you when 
you inquire into the depths of your garden? Perhaps this reflection is truer than you 
think when you consider that water is in all things, and is the greatest mirror of all 
life. It is our essence. It is how we dance. And it is with water that we sculpt our 
gardens.  

Yet as warming climate trends accelerate our attention upon vanishing water 
supplies, we in Colorado are called to consciously rethink the ways we honor and 
rejoice with water in our created habitats. 

Thomas Altgelt, of ‘Altgelt and Associates’, arrived in Colorado 16 years ago well 
prepared to understand the drier climate of Colorado, having previously lived in 
the drought challenged areas of California. Tom also had addressed the key water 
related landscape issues for building the New Government Center of Saudi Arabia. 

“In Colorado,” says Altgelt, “we are fortunate to live with extraordinary natural 
beauty. Yet we often forget how ecologically sensitive this very dry region is. It is 
high time for us to become more conscious of how we engage with this precious 
resource of water and integrate it into our garden and landscape choices and 
designs, so to better serve our communities, the planet and the life supporting role 
of water itself.” 

Altgelt’s deepened relationship with the creativity and nature of water began in 
recognizing that most cultures throughout history have held water as the sacred 
element of life. With this in mind, as lead landscape architect for the Garden of 
Nations at the International Garden and Landscape Exposition, Altgelt integrated 
cultural design impulses from around the world into a beautifully coherent whole, 
where water was the common theme. 

Altgelt first started presenting “Rethinking Water as the Element of Life” at the 
Green Building Council’s first annual Colorado Conference. In his presentation, he 
asserts that, for the flourishing of our own inner resources, it is vital to have 
intimate invigorating experiences of water close at hand in our daily lives, both in 
our urban public spaces and in our personal gardens.  



According to Altgelt, “Water is the most tangible example of how Life Force 
animates and shapes our outer landscapes and our inner soul-scapes. How we 
understand and engage with water can change both how we see the world, how we 
create in the world and how we see ourselves. Such an awakening can lead us to 
interact and live in more constructive and flexible ways.” 

Altgelt emphasizes that how a landscape is designed also has immense importance 
to our inner world. “Garden designers and architects,” says Altgelt, “hold a great 
responsibility in shaping our environments because of how these in turn shape our 
inner nature. As professionals, we create dwellings and landscapes often forgetting 
their influence upon the people who live or work in them.” 

So how can we design our human environments in ways that respect our essential 
needs for rejuvenation, beauty, inspiration and love? For Altgelt, the element of 
water integrated into our close surroundings is the key to bringing all these 
qualities alive within us. 

As Goethe put it: “We can only understand that which we love.” 

In working this way, Altgelt believes that we can recognize how humanity and 
nature can mirror each other in loving recognition. “Our landscape design is a 
marriage of art and science; it is based on intuition and inspiration. We co-create 
through deep listening to our clients and to the land they have chosen to call home. 
We see the common ground, out of which arises the form, shape and resonance of 
the garden, from where we drink the essences of sight, sound, color and the cycles 
of nature and light. Artfully crafted gardens can open us to recognition of our own 
spirit.”

Regarding his firm’s work today, Altgelt says, “Our designs seek to engage people 
creatively with water. Even stone and earth can be shaped in the forms inherent to 
water’s movements, such as waves and vortices. From an infinite spectrum of 
possibility, we may imagine stepping-stones across water as the pathway to an 
important destination, or mysterious hidden sounds of water inviting us to seek out 
their source. It is remarkable how we can create inspiring and refreshingly 
beautiful water-wise gardens by simply imitating nature’s way with water. In such 



gardens, our sense of self is enlivened, and our inner quietude and joy rejuvenated, 
by the flowing rhythms of Nature.” 

In a way that perhaps only a poet could articulate, Robert Frost also reminds us of 
the extraordinary nature of water, and our relationship to it, In “West Running 
Brook” he wrote: 

See how the brook in that white wave runs counter to itself. 
It is in this backward motion toward the source, against the stream, 

that most we see ourselves in;      the tribute of the current to the source. 
It is from this in nature we are from...      

 It is most us. 

“If you can make a garden feel as if water and wind have shaped it,” says Altgelt, 
“even after the deep disruption following construction on a site, then you have 
imparted a quality of Soul and Spirit to the land. And water is the life-line of this 
Soul and Spirit.  

For Altgelt, we are at the leading edge in Colorado of demonstrating that the 
nobility of beautiful living begins with choices to create elegant environments to 
uplift and nourish us in our personal and collective habitats. And that rhythmic beat 
of aliveness coursing through our hearts finds its source in how we dance with 
water.
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